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Abstra t

Many embedded real-time systems exhibit power and/or heat onstraints. For example, spa ebased systems and eld-deployed battery-operated equipments are power- onstrained, while ondemand multimedia servers have thermal limits whi h onstrain the amount of heat they an
dissipate. In CMOS ir uits, power onsumption is proportional to the produ t of the frequen y
and the square of the supply voltage. Hen e, any redu tions in the operating frequen y of the proessor and its supply voltage an lead to signi ant savings in energy onsumption (and therefore
heat dissipation) but ause longer exe ution times. The appli ation of dynami voltage s aling
(DVS) te hniques to real-time systems must therefore attempt to minimize energy onsumption
while guaranteeing the s hedulability of the real-time tasks. In this paper, we propose four alternative voltage-s aling algorithms, Sys-Clo k, PM-Clo k, Opt-Clo k and DPM-Clo k. Ea h
s heme is suitable for di erent hardware whi h may have high or low voltage-s aling overhead
and di erent taskset hara teristi s. We have implemented our s aling s hemes on CMU's realtime OS, Linux/RK, on the 3700 series Compaq iPAQ PDA and a 733MHz XS ale BRH board
modi ed to support voltage-s aling. We also study the e e t of limited number of operating
frequen ies in pra ti al pro essors on the performan e of voltage-s aling s hemes. The optimal
frequen y grid whi h minimizes the e e t of dis rete operating frequen ies is also derived.

1 Introdu tion
The eld of dynami voltage s aling is urrently the fo us of a great deal of resear h interest with
the goal of a hieving energy eÆ ien y in portable systems and servers. This is due to the fa t that
the dynami power onsumption of CMOS ir uits [16, 19℄ is given by P = aCLVDD f , where P is
the power onsumption, a is the average a tivity fa tor, CL is the average load apa itan e, VDD is
the supply voltage and f is the operating frequen y. Sin e the power has a quadrati dependen y
on the supply voltage, s aling the supply voltage down is the most e e tive way to minimize energy
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onsumption. However, lowering the supply voltage an also adversely a e t the system performan e
due to the in reasing delay in CMOS ir uits. The maximum speed a pro essor an operate is a dire t
onsequen e of the supply voltage and is given by f = K VDDVDDVth , where K is a proportionality
onstant spe i to a given te hnology, Vth is the threshold voltage and is the velo ity saturation
index of CMOS ir uits whi h has value within the range 1   2.
A variety of dynami voltage s aling te hniques [1, 6, 15, 20, 22℄ has addressed the tradeo s
between system performan e and energy eÆ ien y. These te hniques make use of operating system
information about the urrent workload and appli ations in order to redu e the pro essor voltage
when the full system performan e is not ne essary. Some of these te hniques target real-time systems
where the timing onstraints of tasks must be satis ed. The above te hniques typi ally assume that
(

)

1. the energy onsumption in pro essors is minimized whenever the supply voltage is s aled down.
2. the voltage-s aling overhead is negligible.
Hen e, they fo us on how to determine the lowest possible frequen y in order to a hieve an a eptable
performan e and meet the deadlines of all real-time tasks.
However, these assumptions are not always orre t. In some pra ti al pro essors, Akihiko et. al.
[13℄ showed that there are some energy-ineÆ ient operating frequen ies in the sense that operating the
same workload with a higher frequen y will ounter-intuitively onsume less energy. Those energyineÆ ient operating frequen ies therefore must be avoided under all ir umstan es. In addition,
pra ti al pro essors usually provide a nite operating frequen y granularity. In other words, operating
frequen ies annot be ontinuously varied, and are only available as a small number of dis rete points.
To sustain a eptable performan e and timeliness guarantees, these pro essors have to operate at the
next higher energy-eÆ ient operating frequen y if a desired frequen y is not available or is energyineÆ ient. This inevitably results in more energy onsumption. We also expli itly onsider the e e t
of the overhead of hanging pro essor frequen ies. When lo k voltage/frequen y hanges, internal
lo ks on the pro essor and DRAM timings may need to be re-syn hronized. Depending upon the
implementation, these frequen y- and voltage-s aling delays an be either small enough to be negligible
or large enough that they an disrupt task set timings signi antly.
This paper fo uses on DVS algorithms for these pra ti al pro essors whi h may have a limited
number of operating frequen ies, di erent voltage-s aling overheads and di erent taskset hara teristi s relative to worst- ase exe ution times. We rst study the e e t of nite operating frequen ies
on the performan e of the voltage-s aling algorithms. We also investigate the optimal operating frequen y grid on these pro essors whi h minimizes loss of energy savings. Finally, we propose four
alternative voltage-s aling algorithms, Sys-Clo k, PM-Clo k, Opt-Clo k and DPM-Clo k. Ea h is
suitable for di erent hardware and taskset hara teristi s and will be sele ted automati ally by our
reservation-based resour e kernel [3, 12, 14, 17, 18℄.
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 System Clo k Frequen y Assignment (Sys-Clo k): This s heme is suitable for systems

su h as Compaq iPAQ [2℄ where the overhead of voltage- or frequen y- s aling is too high to do
frequen y-s aling at every ontext swit h. One operating lo k frequen y for all tasks will be
determined during admission ontrol and kept onstant until the taskset hanges.
 Priority-Monotoni Clo k Frequen y Assignment (PM-Clo k): This s heme is suitable
for systems with low voltage- or frequen y-s aling overhead su h as our modi ed version of
XS ale BRH board [7℄ whi h enables the voltage-s aling feature. Ea h task will be assigned its
own lo k frequen y. The s heme s ales voltage and frequen y at every ontext swit h based on
the frequen y assigned to the next task to run.
 Optimal Clo k Frequen y Assignment (Opt-Clo k): This s heme uses non-linear optimization te hniques to determine the optimal lo k frequen y for ea h task in order to minimize
the energy onsumption. Opt-Clo k has high omplexity and is unsuitable for on-line usage. In
this paper, we propose several pruning te hniques whi h an dramati ally redu e the omputational omplexity of Opt-Clo k.
 Dynami Priority-Monotoni Clo k Frequen y Assignment (DPM-Clo k): This s heme
is suitable for systems where the average exe ution times of tasks are onsiderably less than their
worst- ase exe ution times.
These algorithms assume the deadline-monotoni s heduling poli y. However, they an be easily
applied to other xed-priority preemptive s heduling poli ies.
1.1

System Model and Terminology

We use a reservation-based resour e kernel [3, 12, 14, 17, 18℄ as the system model. A task i has its
spe i ation as fCi ; Ti; Dig, where Ci is the worst- ase required pro essor y les, Ti is the period and
Di is the relative deadline from arrival time. The lo k frequen y we refer throughout the paper is a
relative frequen y normalized to fmax. We assume that all pro essors have a onvex non-de reasing
relation between power and frequen y whi h is expe ted to be true in pra ti e. Throughout this
paper, we also use the term \ frequen y-s aling" whi h a tually s ales both frequen y and voltage
simultaneously if a platform is voltage-s aling enabled.
This paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 dis usses DVS algorithms proposed in the literature.
Se tion 3 studies the in uen e of having a limited number of operating frequen ies on the performan e
of DVS algorithms. Se tions 4 and 5 des ribe our system- and task-oriented lo k frequen y assignment
s hemes, Sys-Clo k, PM-Clo k and Opt-Clo k respe tively. Se tion 6 des ribes our dynami voltage
s aling s heme, DPM-Clo k. Se tion 7 presents simulation results and brie y des ribes our XS ale
and iPAQ platform implementations. Con luding remarks and omments on future resear h appear
in Se tion 8.
3

2 Related Work
A large number of DVS algorithms have been proposed in the ontext of both general and real-time
systems. Many real-time voltage-s aling algorithms have modi ed the deadline-monotoni (DM) and
the earliest-deadline rst (EDF) s heduling poli ies. While the s hedulability test of voltage-s aling
algorithms for EDF-based s hemes is relatively straightforward, the s hedulability test of DM-based
s hemes is not simple.
Our work builds on the foundational results of Pillai and Shin [15℄, who proposed a wide-ranging
lass of voltage-s aling algorithms for real-time systems. Their algorithms were also implemented and
extensively evaluated on real platforms. We attempt to build on their work, trying to (a) obtain
similar performan e with lower omplexity, (b) nd optimal s hemes for xed-priority preemptive
s heduling poli ies, e.g. DM s heme. In their stati voltage s aling algorithm, instead of running
tasks with di erent speeds, only one system frequen y is determined and used. Besides, their operating
frequen y is determined by equally s aling all tasks in order to omplete the lowest-priority task as late
as possible. We will show later that this turns out to be pessimisti . Sin e the amount of preemption
by high-priority tasks is not uniformly distributed when there are multiple task periods, a task an
en ounter less preemption relative to its own omputation and save more energy if it ompletes earlier
than its deadline.
Aydin et al. [1℄ proposed the optimal stati voltage s aling algorithm using the solution in rewardbased s heduling. Many of our algorithms adopt their approa h of having jobs from the same task run
at a onstant operating frequen y while ea h task an have a di erent operating frequen y. We also
make their assumption that voltage-s aling pro essors have a onvex non-de reasing power-frequen y
relation. While Aydin et al. fo us on the EDF s heduling poli y, we fo us on xed-priority preemptive
s heduling poli ies and sear h for not just the optimal but also sub-optimal, pra ti al s hemes for online usage. We also emulate their strive to adjust the operating frequen y of some tasks to utilize
sla k from tasks whi h ne essarily run at a higher but available energy-eÆ ient operating frequen y. In
addition, our s hemes take into a ount the limited number of operating frequen ies that are expe ted
to be available.
Many resear h groups have developed dynami voltage s heduling algorithms whi h share a similar
methodology to ours, redu ing the operating frequen ies of tasks whenever there is sla k at run-time.
Kim et al. [9℄ developed sla k estimation algorithms for EDF poli y by redu ing the operating
frequen y of tasks whenever there is an early ompletion. Pillai et al. whose work was mentioned
earlier also developed the y le- onserving RT-DVS and look-ahead DVS algorithms. Both s hemes
apply to EDF s hedulers. Aydin et al. also proposed a dynami re laiming algorithm for EDF
s hedulers.
Sin e the on-line sla k omputation of DM is mu h more omplex (O(mn )) than that of EDF [10℄,
we develop a simple dynami voltage s aling s heme alled DPM-Clo k whi h gives the sla k generated
2
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by the early ompletion of a task to the next ready task in the system. This may not be an optimal
solution, but the O(1) omputational omplexity of sla k omputation in DPM-Clo k is mu h simpler,
ompared to the O(n ) omplexity of y le- onserving RT-DVS for DM proposed by Pillai et al. In
addition, DPM-Clo k performs this sla k omputation only when there is an early ompletion of a
task while y le- onserving RT-DVS performs the omputation at every instan e of a task. As will be
seen from the experiments, DPM-Clo k in the average ase performs omparable to y le- onserving
RT-DVS in terms of energy onsumption. It must be noted that DPM-Clo k initialization uses an
operating frequen y omputation of PM-Clo k whi h has a relatively high omputational omplexity
of O(mn ). However, this is a eptable sin e it is performed only during admission ontrol, and
Linux/RK already performs a omputation of similar omplexity during admission ontrol.
2
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3 The E e t of A Finite Number of Operating Frequen ies
Pra ti al pro essors usually provide a nite operating frequen y granularity. To sustain a eptable
performan e and timeliness guarantees, these pro essors have to operate at the next higher operating
frequen y if a desired frequen y is not available. This inevitably results in more energy onsumption.
We refer to su h an energy loss due to nite operating frequen ies as the energy quantization error.
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Figure 1: Pro essors with a limited number of operating points
We rst investigate an operating frequen y grid whi h minimizes the worst- ase energy quantization error. An ideal pro essor with in nite operating frequen ies an operate at any frequen y from
0 to fmax. Let us initially onsider a pra ti al pro essor with two operating points, fx and fmax, as
shown in Figure 1(a). A frequen y of 0 represents the pro essor in its sleep state. We will verify that
p
fx should be lo ated at fmax= 2 or 0:707fmax to minimize the worst- ase energy quantization error.
Let E and E be the worst- ase energy quantization error when fopt 2 (0; fx℄ and (fx; fmax℄
respe tively, where fopt is the optimal operating frequen y if the pro essor is ideal. The worst- ase
E o urs when fopt = ,  ! 0, and the pro essor has to run at fx and eventually use more
energy. Similarly, the worst- ase energy quantization error when fopt 2 (fx; fmax℄, E , o urs when
fopt = fx + ,  ! 0. The position of fx a e ts both E and E . If we in rease fx , E is
de reased, whereas E is in reased. The opposite o urs if fx is de reased. Consequently, we should
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pla e fx where E = E in order to minimize the overall worst- ase energy quantization error.
Assume that an ideal pro essor an omplete a task that needs  y les of exe ution at the
frequen y  to guarantee the task timing onstraints. Instead, a pra ti al pro essor with two operating
points has to run the same task at fx to preserve timeliness guarantees. If we assume that both
pro essors use the voltage-s aling te hnique to s ale frequen y, their relation of power versus frequen y
is given by P (f ) / CLVDD f  kf . Therefore, their energy onsumption to omplete one y le is
equal to E = kf . Let E and Efx be the energy onsumption by the ideal and the pra ti al pro essors
respe tively. Let Pidlef be the idle power at the operating frequen y f . Then, E = Efx E where
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2

1

=
=

E
Efx

k2
kfx 2 + Pidlefx (1=

1=fx)

Similarly, if the ideal pro essor has to run the task at frequen y fx + , the pra ti al pro essor has no
hoi e but to run that task at frequen y fmax. Let Efx and Efmax be the energy onsumption needed
by the ideal and the pra ti al pro essors for this ase respe tively. We have E = Efmax Efx and
2

Efx
Efmax

=
=

k(fx + )2

kfmax2 + Pidlefmax (1=(fx + )

1=fmax)

Solving E = E where  is negligible with respe t to fx, we get
1

2

fx =

rf

Pidlefmax (1=fx 1=fmax)
+
2
2k

2

max

Pidlefx (1=

1=fx)

(1)

For large values of  , the term Pidlefmax =fx =fmaxk Pidlefx = =fx in equation (1) is negligible.
Therefore, fx should be equal to fmax=p2 to minimize the energy quantization error.
A similar approa h an be employed to determine the optimal operating frequen ies of a pra ti al
pro essor with N operating points as shown in Figure 1(b). For simpli ity, we assume that  is very
small and  is very large. We an then ignore the energy onsumption during idle state. That is,
(1

1

)

(1

1

)

2

E =
Ei =
EN =
1

1

1

kf12
kfi2 kfi2 1 for
2
kfmax
kfN2

2iN 2

1

This assumption is expe ted to be true in pra ti e sin e battery/solar power an last for a few hours.
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Solving E = E = : : : = EN , we obtain
1

2

fi =

r

i

i+1

fi+1 for

1  i < N 1; fN =
1

rN

N

1 fmax

(2)

Figure 2 gives an example of 10 operating frequen y grid that minimizes energy-quantization error.
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Figure 2: Optimal operating frequen ies for a pro essor with 10 operating points
We now analyze how mu h the number of operating points a e ts energy loss. Let E be the
worst- ase quantization error of a pro essor with N operating points whose frequen y grid is de ned
by equation (2) in order to minimize the energy loss. Let EnoDV S be the energy onsumed by the
pro essor without any voltage-s aling, whi h is given by EnoDV S = kfmax. Sin e we equalize the
energy quantization error at ea h level, we an just onsider EN . Therefore,
2

E = EN = kfmax

kfN2

2

= kfNmax
2

1

(3)

Compare equation (3) to EnoDV S . We get
S
E = EnoDV
N

(4)

As an be seen in equation (4), the deviation is linear-inversely proportional to the number of operating
frequen ies. That is, if we want only 10% energy quantization loss ompared to having an in nite
number of operating points, a pro essor will need at least 1=0:1 = 10 operating frequen ies.

4 System Clo k Frequen y Assignment
As previously introdu ed, system lo k frequen y assignment is suitable for embedded systems where
the ost of voltage- or frequen y-swit hing is high. One example for these systems is Compaq iPAQ
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[2℄ whi h needs 20 millise onds to syn hronize SDRAM timing after swit hing frequen y . In this
se tion, we present how Sys-Clo k determines the energy-minimizing lo k frequen y for the system.
2

4.1

Energy-Minimizing Clo k Frequen y

Sys-Clo k applies Theorem 1 to al ulate the energy-minimizing frequen y for the entire taskset.
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Figure 3: Possible speed settings of a pro essor
Theorem 1 Consider pro essors with di erent frequen y assignments whi h exe ute the same amount
of workload within a given deadline. A pro essor that ompletes the workload exa tly at the deadline
with a onstant speed will onsume minimum energy.
Proof.

Figure 3 shows four pro essors with di erent lo k frequen y settings. For example, the rst pro essor
operates at lo k frequen y f onstantly for t time units. Both the s ale up/down and the s ale
down/up pro essors of Figures 3(b) and 3( ) will onsume the same amount of energy if t = t and
t = t and hen e only one analysis of either pro essor is suÆ ient. In addition, the omparison with
all other frequen y settings an be partitioned to form the rst three ases as shown in Figure 3(d).
Therefore, it is suÆ ient to just ompare the rst and se ond pro essors to draw a on lusion.
Sin e pro essors omplete the same amount of work (the same number of pro essor y les) within
the same deadline, we have (f t ) = (f t )+(f t ) and t = t +t . Therefore, t = ( ff33 ff12 )t and
t = ( ff32 ff11 )t . Let E onstant and Es ale up=down be the energy usage of the rst and se ond pro essors,
and mf1f2 and mf2 f3 be the power-frequen y slopes from f to f , and f to f respe tively. Under
the assumption that the pro essor's power and frequen y relation P (f ) is a non-de reasing onvex
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It must note that iPAQ platform is supporting only frequen y s aling but voltage s aling.
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fun tion, we get mf2f3  mf1 f2 . That is,
E onstant
Es ale up=down

= P f2  t
= (Pf2 + mf2 f3 (f f ))  t + (Pf2 mf1f2 (f f ))  t
= Pf2  t + (mf2 f3 mf1f2 ) (f (ff )(ff ) f )  E onstant
2

3

2

2

3

2

2

1

3

3

1

1

2

1

Even though both ases may onsume the same amount of energy but swit hing frequen y will de nitely ause some additional timing and energy overhead in pra ti e, running the pro essor at a single
lowest allowable frequen y is the best hoi e.
2
4.2

Sys-Clo k Algorithm

Theorem 1 indi ates that for a given workload with a deadline, a pro essor will onsume minimum
energy if it runs at a onstant lo k frequen y and ompletes the workload exa tly at the deadline.
However, in a system using a xed-priority preemptive s heduling poli y, the workload needed to
omplete a task's request omposes of the task's own exe ution and the preemption by higher priority
tasks. When there are multiple task periods, the preemption is not uniformly distributed over the
task's riti al zone [11℄ . The workload hen e varies in preempting pro essor y les and depends on
when the task ompletes. Sys-Clo k determines the energy-minimizing lo k frequen y by nding the
minimum onstant lo k frequen y that allows every task to omplete before its deadline. We will
illustrate the algorithm by an example.
3
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Figure 4: Varying workload vs. ompletion times
We assume that the deadline-monotoni s heduling poli y is used, any higher priority task i ; Di <
Dj will preempt j . Consider a taskset that has three tasks f ;  ;  g with the task spe i ation
f7  fmax; 20; 20g; f5  fmax; 28; 28g; f3  fmax ; 30; 30g, respe tively. Figure 4 depi ts the riti al zone
of task  at the maximum lo k frequen y fmax. As an be seen, the ompletion time of  is 15,
whi h we refer to as the earliest possible ompletion time. If the pro essor operates at a lower lo k
frequen y, not only the exe ution time needed by all tasks in reases but also the number of preempting
pro essor y les. As an be seen in Figure 4,  an be preempted by  at time 28 to 33. Therefore,
if  annot omplete its job before 28, it will de nitely miss its deadline. We refer to this last time
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3

3
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3
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The riti al zone assumes that the requests of all tasks arrive simultaneously. This leads to the worst- ase s enario.
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instant that a task an omplete and meet its deadline as the latest possible ompletion time. Sin e the
workload hanges at the end of ea h idle period , Sys-Clo k determines the onstant lo k frequen ies
whi h allow a task to omplete exe ution exa tly at the end of ea h idle period between the earliest
and latest possible ompletion time. The energy-minimizing lo k frequen y of a task hen e is the
minimum lo k frequen y among these onstant lo k frequen ies.
By onvention, we denote the workload needed by a task and its total preemption at time t as it ,
the orresponding onstant lo k frequen y as ti and the energy-minimizing lo k frequen y as i,
where i represents a task i and t represents the end of an idle period. For this example, the ends of
idle periods to onsider for  are 20 and 28. Hen e,
4

3

= (C + C + C )=fmax = 15;
= (2C + C + C )=fmax = 22;

t=20
3
t=28
3

1

2

3

1

2

3

t=20
3

t=28
3

= 15=20 = 0:75
= 22=28 = 0:786

Therefore, the energy-minimizing of task  ,  , is given by minf t ; t g = minf0:75; 0:786g =
0:75. This lo k frequen y is a relative frequen y normalized to fmax.
Note that the energy-minimizing lo k frequen y of a task i is the lo k frequen y needed by i
itself and its higher priority tasks to minimize the energy and meet i 's deadline. However, this frequen y may not satisfy other tasks' timing onstraints. Therefore, Sys-Clo k will set the system lo k
frequen y to the maximum frequen y among energy-minimizing lo k frequen ies of all tasks to maintain s hedulability. For this example, Sys-Clo k assigns the system lo k frequen y to maxf ;  ;  g
= maxf0:35; 0:60; 0:75g = 0:75. Figure 5 summarizes the Sys-Clo k algorithm.
3
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3

3

=28
3

1

4.3

2

3

Sys-Clo k Optimality

From an energy-minimizing perspe tive, the Sys-Clo k frequen y assignment s heme is optimal for
xed-priority preemptive s heduling poli ies that use a single lo k frequen y. The only way for other
s hemes to onsume less energy than Sys-Clo k is assigning a lower system lo k frequen y to a taskset.
However, lowering the lo k frequen y than the Sys-Clo k frequen y whi h is an energy-minimizing
lo k frequen y of a task will ause the task to miss its deadline. Sys-Clo k therefore is optimal among
system lo k frequen y assignment s hemes in the sense that there is no other s hemes that onsume
less energy and guarantee timing onstraints of a taskset.

5 Task Clo k Frequen y Assignment
Task lo k frequen y assignment s hemes determine one lo k frequen y for ea h task under the
assumption that the voltage-s aling overhead at every ontext swit h is a eptable. We will present two
4

An idle period is a time period where the pro essor is idle.
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During Admission Control:
For ea h task i : i = Energy-Minimizing-Freq(Ci ; Ti ; Di ) End for
Sys-Clo k-Freq = lowest operating frequen y f su h that (f=fmax )  max8ifi g
Energy-Minimizing-Freq(Ci ; Ti ; Di ):
/* To ompute the energy-minimizing lo k frequen y for task i */
/* S = sla k, I = idle duration, t is the end of an idle period */
/* = workload for time t */
/* IN BZP is set if the urrent ! is in busy period */
/* hp(i ) is a set of tasks with priorities higher than or equal to i 's. */
S = I = =  = 0, = 1, IN BZP = TRUE
! = Ci =fmax , ! 0 = 0
Do while (! < Di )
If (IN BZP == TRUE) then
 = Di ! ;
Do while (! < Di ) && ( > 0)
Cj
! 0 = ( j 2hp(i ) fmax
 (b T!j + 1)) + S
 = !0 !, ! = !0
End while

P

Else

IN BZP = FALSE

I = minj 2hp(i ) f(Tj  d T!j e) !; Di ! g
S = S + I , ! = ! + I , t = !, = ! S
If ( t < ) then
End if

=t

IN BZP = TRUE

End if
End while
return

Figure 5: Sys-Clo k algorithm
s hemes. Opt-Clo k is an optimal task lo k frequen y assignment s heme for xed-priority preemptive
s heduling poli ies. Unfortunately, Opt-Clo k has a high degree of omputational omplexity. A
se ond s heme, PM-Clo k, is sub-optimal. However, it onsumes energy very lose to that of the
optimal s heme but has mu h less omplexity. We rst present the simpler PM-Clo k s heme.
5.1

Priority-Monotoni

Clo k Frequen y Assignment Algorithm

PM-Clo k is an algorithm adapted from Sys-Clo k. First, it determines energy-minimizing lo k
frequen ies of all tasks like Sys-Clo k. With di erent timing onstraints, it is possible that a high
priority task H may have a more stringent timing onstraint and hen e need a higher lo k frequen y
than a low priority task L. To meet H 's deadline, it is ne essary to assign a higher lo k frequen y
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than that for L. Besides the timing onstraints, in the ase of pro essors with limited operating
frequen ies, it is also possible that the desired energy-minimizing lo k frequen y is not available, and
therefore a higher frequen y needs to be hosen. In either ase, PM-Clo k will save more energy by
re al ulating a lower lo k frequen y for tasks su h as L exploiting the additional sla k from these
higher frequen y assignments used by tasks su h as H .
We illustrate the algorithm rst using an example. Consider a set of three tasks:  f5 
fmax; 10; 10g,  f2  fmax ; 15; 15g and  f1  fmax; 30; 30g. Following the energy-minimizing lo k
frequen y al ulation des ribed in Se tion 4.2, we get
1

2

3

=
=
=

1

2
3

minf

t=10

minf

t=10

minf

t=10

1
2
3

g = minf5=10g = 0:5
g = minf7=10g = 0:7
; t ; t g = minf8=10; 15=20; 20=30g = 0:67
=20
3

=30
3

As an be seen, even though  only requires  and  to run at 0:67, both  and  must run at
a higher operating frequen y of 0:7 to satisfy  's s hedulability. We refer to this higher frequen y as
an in ated frequen y whi h respe ts to  . The use of an in ated frequen y by a higher priority task
leads to more available sla k for a lower priority task su h as  . PM-Clo k then re al ulates the new
energy-minimizing lo k frequen y of  by xing the lo k frequen y of  and  to their in ated
frequen y. Figure 6 shows the riti al zone of  before and after the e e t of in ated frequen y. The
new sla k for  be omes 30 (3C + 2C )=(0:7  fmax) = 2:857. Therefore, the lo k frequen y for
 an be redu ed to 1=2:857 = 0:35 to ll up the additional sla k. In the rest of this paper, we
will denote the task lo k frequen y assigned by PM-Clo k as i where i is the task index. Figure 7
summarizes the PM-Clo k algorithm. The body of Energy-Minimizing-Freq fun tion is the same
as that shown in Figure 5.
3

1

2

1

2

2

3

3

3

1

2

3

3

1

2

3

f1 = 1
f2 = 1

task1 {5*fmax , 10, 10}

(a) Task 3’s normal critical zonetask 3’s earliest

task2 {2*fmax , 15, 15}

f1 = 0.7
f2 = 0.7

task3 {1*fmax , 30, 30}
0
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24

26

28
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time

(b) Task 3’s inflated critical zone

Figure 6: An Example of PM-Clo k
Note: The term \priority-monotoni " omes from the fa t that the lo k frequen y of a task
assigned by PM-Clo k will always be in priority order. In other words, a higher priority task will
always be assigned a lo k frequen y higher than or equal to that of a lower priority task.
We now provide an example to show that PM-Clo k is not optimal from an energy-saving per12

/* Assume that the taskset has n tasks and D  D  D

1
2
3 : : :  Dn */
During Admission Control:
For ea h task i : i = 0, i =Energy-Minimizing-Freq(Ci ; Ti ; Di ) End for
For i = 1 to n:
/* lp(i ) is a set of tasks whose priority is same or lower than i 's priority */
i = lowest operating frequen y f su h that (f=fmax )  max8j 2lp(i ) j
If (i != 1) and (i 1 > i ) then /* In ated frequen y is dete ted */
i = 0
For j = i to n: j = In ated-Energy-Minimizing-Freq(Cj ; Tj ; Dj ) End for
End if
i = lowest operating frequen y f su h that (f=fmax )  max8j 2lp(i ) j
End for
In ated-Energy-Minimizing-Freq(Ci ; Ti ; Di ):
/* S = sla k, I = idle duration, t is the end of an idle period */
/* inflated and are in ated and s alable workload for time t, respe tively*/
/* Æ = s alable time, IN BZP is the busy period ag*/
/* hp(i ) is a set of tasks with priorities higher than or equal to i 's. */
S = I = =  = Æ = 0, = 1, IN BZP = TRUE
! = Ci =fmax , ! 0 = 0
Do while (! < Di )
If (IN BZP == TRUE) then
 = Di ! ;
Do while (! < Di ) && ( > 0)
inflated = 0; = 0
For j = 1 to n:
If (Dj  Di ) && (j ! = 0)) then /* In ated frequen y is required */
j
inflated = inflated + j Cfmax
 (b T!j + 1)
End if
If (Dj  Di ) && (j == 0)) then /* This task is still s alable */

Cj
 (b T!j + 1)
= + fmax

End if
End for
! 0 = inflated +
 = !0 !, ! = !0
End while
Else

+S

IN BZP = FALSE

I = minj 2hp(i ) f(Tj  d T!j e) !; Di ! g
S = S + I, ! = ! + I
t = ! , Æ = t inflated
If ( Æ < ) then
End if

=Æ

IN BZP = TRUE

End if
End while
return

Figure 7: The Priority-Monotoni Clo k Frequen y Assignment, PM-Clo k
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spe tive. Essentially, PM-Clo k minimizes energy onsumption in the Liu and Layland riti al zone,
but does not minimize energy in the hyperperiod of the taskset. The Opt-Clo k s heme to be presented next minimizes energy onsumption over a hyperperiod (whi h will be repeat). Consider
the same taskset in Figure 6. Opt-Clo k will use non-linear optimization programming to minimize energy onsumption over a hyperperiod where the obje tive fun tion is the energy given by
E = k(15  f + 4  f + f ) and the onstraint set is as follows.
2
1

2
2

2
3

5=f  10
+ 1=f  10
+ 1=f  30
1

5=f + 2=f
15=f + 4=f
1

2

1

2

3

3

Using the Opt-Clo k s heme, we have f = 0:6783; f = 0:7609; f = 0:3805, whi h onsumes energy by
9:3617k. Instead, PM-Clo k s heme assigns f = 0:7; f = 0:7; f = 0:35, whi h onsumes energy by 9:4325k.
1

2

1

5.2

3

2

3

Optimal Task Clo k Frequen y Assignment Algorithm

We will rst show that nding the optimal lo k frequen y for ea h task to minimize energy is not a
trivial problem but an be a large-s ale non-linear optimization problem. Then we present pruning
te hniques whi h signi ant de rease the problem size.
Lemma 1 Consider a voltage-s aling pro essor with a onvex non-de reasing power-frequen y fun 2
tion given by P = aCL VDD
f where f = K (VDDVDDVth ) , 1   2. Assume that a xed-priority
preemptive s heduling poli y is used. The optimal task lo k frequen y assignment algorithm is a
minimization problem whose obje tive fun tion is onvex.
Proof.

The goal of the optimal task lo k frequen y assignment algorithm is to minimize the energy onsumption of a taskset in one hyper-period . Combining the power and frequen y fun tions in the
lemma statement, we get P (f ) = f x; x  3 where is a onstant value. Ea h instan e of a task
i takes Ci =(fi  fmax ) time unit where Ci is the number of required pro essor y les and fi is the
relative lo k frequen y normalized to fmax, 0 < fi  1. The energy onsumption of the task set, E ,
is as follows.
5

E

=
=

X  (H=T )  (C =(f  f ))  (f  f
X
 H U  f  (1=Æ ) ; y  2
n

i

i

i

max

i=1

n

i

y
max

i

i

max

)x; x  3

y

i=1

5 Consider the system of n periodi tasks  ; : : : ;  with  = fC ; T g, for 1  i  n. The taskset's hyper-period,
n
1
i
i i
denoted as H , is given by LCM fTi ji = 1; : : : ; ng.
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where (H=Ti) determines the number of i 's instan es in one hyper-period, Ui is the task utilization
given by Ci =Ti and Æi is the re ipro al of fi. From [4℄, if f (x) has a se ond derivative in [a; b℄ then
a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for it to be onvex on that interval is that the se ond derivative
f 00 (x) > 0 for all x in [a; b℄. Applying this theorem and properties of onvex fun tions that the
ombination and the s aling of onvex fun tions are also onvex, we an prove that this problem
is a minimization problem (to minimize energy) whose obje tive fun tion E (Æ ; : : : ; Æn) (the energy
onsumption over a hyperperiod) is onvex.
2
1

Theorem 2 Consider the same voltage-s aling pro essor stated in Lemma 1. The optimal task lo k
frequen y assignment algorithm is a onvex non-linear minimization problem.
Proof.

As des ribed in Subse tion 4.2, a task's workload varies with its ompletion time, i.e. the lo k
frequen y assigned to ea h task. Consequently, ea h task has multiple hoi es of onstraints in order
to omplete the workload at any time before its deadline. For example, onsider the taskset shown in
Figure 4. The onstraint of task  an be either one of the following onditions.
6

2

(20=T )  (C  Æ =fmax) + (20=T )  (C  Æ =fmax)  20
(28=T )  (C  Æ =fmax) + (28=T )  (C  Æ =fmax)  28
1

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

where the rst and se ond equations are ne essary onditions to omplete  before time 20 and 28,
whi h are the end of idle periods. These onstraints are linear and an be onsidered as onvex.
Therefore, the optimal task lo k frequen y assignment is a onvex non-linear minimization problem
sin e its non-linear obje tive fun tion and onstraint set are both onvex [21℄.
2
As previously shown in Theorem 2, the optimal task lo k frequen y assignment needs to solve
several non-linear optimization problems of one obje tive fun tion with alternative onstraint sets. The
problem size grows dramati ally not only with the number of tasks but also the number of onstraint
hoi es of ea h task. This latter number depends on the number of idle periods in the task's riti al
zone and an be very large if the ratio of the task's and the highest priority task's periods is large.
For the rest of this se tion, we will present three pruning te hniques whi h potentially de rease the
problem size:
1. Pruning of High Workload Constraints:
Consider a task's alternative onstraints, a onstraint is said to be a high-workload onstraint
if it requires a shorter ompletion time S and has higher average pro essor demands from all
higher priority tasks than another onstraint with a longer ompletion time L. This te hnique
eliminates su h redundant high workload onstraints. Sin e the average demands from all tasks
2

6

Re all that the task's workload omposed of its own exe ution and its preemption by higher priority tasks
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de rease if the task ompletes at L, using the optimal frequen y set that satis es the onstraint
for S will de nitely generate some sla k. Consequently, some task's lo k frequen ies an
always be redu ed to save more energy. Therefore, the solution from the onstraint set for S
will impossibly give the optimal solution and an be pruned.
2.

Pruning of Con i t Constraints:

3.

Pruning of Ina tive Constraints:

From onstraints left over from the pruning of high workload onstraints, this te hnique eliminates unfeasible ombinations of onstraints where a lower priority task requires a longer ompletion time than a higher priority task, whi h does not s hedulable by xed-priority preemptive
s heduling.
Unlike the rst two te hniques, this te hnique uses additional information from a solution of one problem to prune others. It rst determines an ina tive
onstraint from the urrent solution. Apply the Karush-Kuhn-Tu ker (KKT) theorem that the
optimal solution subje t to set of a tive and ina tive onstraints is the same as that subje t
to only a tive onstraints. Sin e a better result is not obtained by adding more onstraints
to the problem, it is suÆ ient to eliminate other onstraint sets whi h alter only the ina tive
onstraints.
7

Our simulation experiments indi ate that using our proposed pruning te hniques, the number of
onstraint sets for 10 tasks an be redu ed from 2  10 to 1000 on the average, a signi ant drop.
However, other experiments indi ate that PM-Clo k delivers almost as mu h energy savings on the
average (EP M Clo k =EOpt Clo k  101%) but at signi antly lower omplexity.
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6 Dynami Clo k Frequen y Assignment
In this se tion, we present an on-line DVS s heme whi h an monitor a tual exe ution times of
tasks, and further minimize energy onsumption when those exe ution times are less than the prereserved and guaranteed worst- ase exe ution times. Our dynami priority-monotoni lo k frequen y
assignment (DPM-Clo k) dete ts the early ompletion times and makes use of the additional sla k
time reated at run-time by redu ing the pro essor speed. This obje tive is the same as that of other
DVS s hemes, parti ularly those aimed at real-time systems. Instead of seeking on optimal operating
frequen y setting, DPM-Clo k fo uses on a sub-optimal solution whi h
1. does not violate the timeliness guarantees for all tasks,
2. o ers omputational simpli ity so that it an be run eÆ iently on-line in real-time, but
7

An inequality onstraint, g(Æ)  D, is said to be ina

tive
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at Æx if g(Æx ) < D. It is a

tive

at Æx if g(Æx ) = D.

3. yields good performan e in terms of redu ed energy onsumption.
Even though the available sla k from the early ompletion of a task instan e an be shared among
multiple tasks, DPM-Clo k instead devotes the sla k to only the urrent job of the next ready task
whi h has lower or same priority. The new operating frequen y of this \lu ky" task is omputed
relative to its urrent assigned operating frequen y. Every new invo ation of a task instan e always
starts with its original operating frequen y assigned by PM-Clo k and hanges its operating frequen y
dynami ally only if it gets the sla k. We denote i0 as the urrent operating frequen y of i , and i
denotes its original operating frequen y. In detail, DPM-Clo k works as follows. Sin e i has an
i units of exe ution time to
original operating frequen y of i, it would take at most W CETi = ifCmax
omplete its job. Assume that the task ompletes its urrent invo ation early after it has exe uted
for CECi units of pro essor y les. The elapsed sla k time denoted as S is given by W CETi CETi
where CETi = CECi =(i  fmax). This sla k time will be dedi ated to the next ready task whi h has
lower or same priority. Let us assume that the next ready task is j . Sin e j has more sla k time,
it an s ale down its frequen y and let the rest of its exe ution ll up the sla k. This new operating
frequen y of j is given by j0 = (ECj =fmax)=((ECj =(j  fmax))+ S ) where j is the urrent operating
frequen y for the urrent invo ation of task j . In the ase that there is no ready task in the queue
after the early ompletion of an invo ation, DPM-Clo k de rements the available sla k time when
the pro essor remains idle. The next arriving task whose priority is lower than or equal to the early
ompleted task would re eive the updated sla k time if the sla k is still available (ie. greater than
0). The DPM-Clo k omputation of the new frequen y has omplexity O(1), and is easy to perform
at every ontext swit h when an early ompletion o urs. In addition, W CETi and ETi of ea h task
must be tra ked. Resour e Kernels (RK), su h as CMU's Linux/RK [14℄, already perform very similar
omputations at ontext swit hes, and hen e DPM-Clo k is a minor in rement to RK OS routines.
It is easy to show that the above method maintains s hedulability. Assume that task i ompletes
early. Then, the next ready task j s ales down its own operating frequen y. Sin e there is no priority
hange, the frequen y redu tion of j will delay only its lower priority tasks. We always hoose the
next ready task to have the same or lower priority than the task whi h ompleted early. Sin e only
the sla k gained is lled by frequen y redu tion, the preemption time seen by other lower priority
tasks will be the same.

7 Experimental Results
In this se tion, we present the results of extensive simulations of our voltage-s aling algorithms. We
ompare them with foundation algorithms alled the stati voltage s aling algorithm (SVS) and the
y le- onserving RT-DVS (CYCLE) proposed in [15℄. The pro essor is modeled based on P = kf
power-frequen y relation, zero idle energy and 10 available operating points. A real-time taskset is
3
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generated randomly. Ea h task has a uniform probability of having a short (0.1-1 ms), medium (1-10
ms) or long (10-100 ms) period. Task period is uniformly distributed in ea h range. Task omputation
is randomly sele ted and then adjusted based on:
 The system utilization: All tasks in the random taskset are s aled down equally by the ratio

of their total utilization and the desired utilization.

 The ratio of Best-Case (BCET) to Worst-Case Exe ution Time (WCET): For ea h

instan e, a task requests a random number of pro essor y les whi h is assigned randomly and
uniformly distributed between BCET and WCET.

We ompare the energy onsumption of six voltage-s aling algorithms and study the e e t of the
system utilization, BCET/WCET, the number of available operating points and the number of tasks.
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Figure 8: Normalized energy onsumption with varying system utilization
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Figure 9: Normalized energy with varying BCET/WCET ratio at U = 0:5
In the rst experiment, we determine the e e t of varying system utilization. Figure 8 shows the
average energy onsumption normalized to energy of no-DVS system. Ea h taskset has 10 tasks and
BCET/WCET = 0:5 and 1:0. In the se ond experiment, we determine the e e t of BCET/WCET
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ratio at system utilization 0:5 as shown in Figure 9 where the energy shown is normalized to energy of
SVS algorithm. As an be seen from both experiments, Sys-Clo k and PM-Clo k always outperform
SVS. This is due to the fa t that both algorithms determine the frequen y needed to omplete the task
at the end of the idle period whi h has minimum workload, not the deadline as SVS does. PM-Clo k
performs better than Sys-Clo k as expe ted with the tradeo of additional voltage-s aling overhead
during ontext swit h. Figure 9 shows that the y le- onserving algorithm performs very well when
the BCET/WCET is low. At BCET/WCET=1:0, the y le- onserving algorithm performs somewhat
poorly be ause it always exe utes any task at low speed with the hope of saving energy in the future
if the task uses less resour e. DPM-Clo k performs very lose to the y le- onserving s heme when
BCET/WCET is low, and better otherwise. It also does so with mu h less omplexity.
In the third experiment, we do the same analysis on a pro essor with only 2 operating points and
ompare the energy onsumption normalized to that of no-DVS system with the previous results. As
an be seen in Figure 10, all voltage-s aling algorithms perform worse on the pro essor with the less
number of available operating points. In Se tion 3, we showed that the minimum energy loss due to
nite operating frequen ies is given by EnoDV S =N where N is the number of available frequen ies.
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Figure 10: Performan e omparison among pro essors with di erent number of operating points
In the fourth experiment, we vary the size of tasksets and x system utilization and the BCET/WCET
ratio. Simulation results show that there is not mu h e e t of the size of the taskset on the performan e
of voltage-s aling s hemes.
7.1

Voltage-S aling Implementations in Linux/RK

We have implemented these voltage-s aling s hemes on CMU's Linux/RK, extensions of whi h are
ommer ially available from TimeSys Corporation. We refer to the resulting kernel \Power-Aware
Linux/RK". We urrently have two di erent hardware targets for Power-Aware Linux/RK. The rst
of these targets is the 206MHz Compaq iPAQ H3700 personal digital assistant[2℄, a popular and easily
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a essible target not unlike the ubiquitous PC. On this target, frequen y s aling is possible but not
voltage-s aling. Also, frequen y s aling requires re-syn hronization between the CPU and SDRAM
timing, whi h in turn takes a relatively astronomi al delay of 20ms. In other words, on e frequen y
s aling is initiated, the pro essor be omes unavailable for 20ms! Su h a delay is una eptable for
many real-time systems. Linux/RK therefore uses the Sys-Clo k algorithm to s ale the frequen y
based on the taskset workload only at admission- ontrol time or on task deletion . The hanges to
the Linux/RK kernel are therefore on ned to the admission ontrol and task exit modules. These
hanges onstitute less than 100 lines of ode. Another quirk of the iPaq hardware is that the entire
range of operating frequen ies (about 70MHz - 206MHz) is not usable: the pro essor an operate
within only one of two non-overlapping ranges ( 70MHz-140Hz or 155MHz-206MHz). The frequen y
annot be s aled from a value within one range to a value in another range. Multimedia appli ations
in luding a musi player have been ported to demonstrate the fun tionality of our kernel. A tual
measurements of energy savings are urrently underway. Demonstrations of this te hnology will be
given at RTAS 2003. This kernel with its support for frequen y-s aling an be downloaded from
http://www. s. mu.edu/rtml.
As already known, more signi ant energy savings an be obtained by voltage-s aling. We have
su essfully modi ed the XS ale BRH single-board omputer, whi h boasts a 733MHz XS ale proessor an 128MB memory [7℄ to support voltage s aling. The Maxim 1855 evaluation kit [8℄, whi h
is a high-power dynami ally adjustable notebook CPU power supply appli ation ir uit, was used to
provide the programmable supply voltage for the XS ale pro essor ard. The kit provides a digitally
adjustable voltage from 0:6 to 1:75 V. Our hardware modi ations are similar to those made previously in [5℄ to enable voltage s aling on an 80200 evaluation board. A total of 11 voltage settings (1:0
to 1:5 V with a step of 0:5 V) is available for the OS. A parti ular value is hosen by simply writing
a 4-bit value to a memory-mapped address. Voltage and resulting frequen y hanges take a negligible
amount of time (of the order of a few mi rose onds). We have ported Power-Aware Linux/RK with
Sys-Clo k, PM-Clo k and DPM-Clo k algorithms to this modi ed BRH board. The Linux kernel has
su essfully been loaded and tested. With the low voltage-s aling overhead, the modi ed XS ale BRH
board an eÆ iently save more energy using the PM-Clo k and DPM-Clo k s hemes. We will report
on our experiments with this board later.
8

9

8 Con luding Remarks
Many embedded real-time systems exhibit power and thermal onstraints that limit the peak and/or
average power that an be onsumed. Resear h interest in su h power-aware real-time systems has
8
9

We would like to thank Gaurav Bhatia for help with this implementation.
The 80200 XS ale pro essor an operate with the supply voltage from 0:95 to 1:55 V.
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therefore in reased in re ent years. Energy onsumption an be redu ed by s aling down the frequen y
and voltage at whi h a pro essor operates, whi h in turn for es a task to run longer. In this paper,
we studied the general s heduling problem of minimizing energy onsumption while still satisfying the
real-time onstraints of tasks. We study this problem from the pra ti al perspe tive of supporting
new power-aware s heduling poli ies whi h an be run on ommer ially available pro essors and with
a eptable overhead on reservation-oriented modern operating systems. We study the worst- ase
quantitative impa t of having only a nite number of operating frequen ies on a pro essor. We derive
the grid of operating frequen ies that minimizes the worst- ase energy-quantization error, and that
the latter is linear-inversely proportional to the number of available operating frequen ies.
Four alternative voltage-s aling algorithms, Sys-Clo k, PM-Clo k, Opt-Clo k and DPM-Clo k,
have been proposed. Sys-Clo k, PM-Clo k and DPM-Clo k s hemes exhibit very a eptable omplexity levels and deliver a signi ant amount of energy savings (50% at 50% system utilization) for on-line
usage. The Opt-Clo k is an optimal s heme for xed-priority preemptive s heduling systems, but an
only be used o -line despite the dramati drop in omputational omplexity brought about by the use
of three pruning te hniques. Our simulation results also show that on the average for a taskset with
10 tasks, PM-Clo k performs very lose to Opt-Clo k (EP M Clo k =EOpt Clo k  101%) even though
it has mu h less omplexity. We have proved that Sys-Clo k is optimal for xed-priority preemptive
s heduling poli ies that use a single lo k frequen y. In addition, our dynami voltage s aling s heme,
DPM-Clo k, has an additional omplexity of O(1) and its improvements over PM-Clo k are relatively
minor (< 5%), perhaps arguing for the use of simple but very eÆ ient power-aware s heduling poli ies.
We have implemented Sys-Clo k algorithm on the Compaq iPAQ. We also have implemented SysClo k, PM-Clo k and DPM-Clo k on our the XS ale BRH board modi ed to support voltage s aling.
Our future work will measure the system-wide energy savings on those platforms. We also plan to
investigate energy minimization te hniques in a he, memory, disk, wired and wireless network, and
other peripherals.
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